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·CRYSTAL THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF KIKUCHI . . . ' . . •' . 

LINE SPACING 

T. y. Tan , W. L. Bell and G. Thomas 
·Department of Materials Science and Engineering·. 

University of California 
~erkeley 94720 . 

ABSTRACT 

Conti-a17 to a common asswnption that the Kikuchi ·line spacing 

should be; the same·. as that of the col-responding Bragg spot pattern if 
: ·,-. 

d.ift~'~cition· geometry i~ properly considered, experimental· results . . ' . . 

. ' . 

obtainedby using high purity silicon single crystal s:Pecimens at iOO kV 

sholrthat the Kikuchi line spacing can be different from that of the 
. . 

corresponding Bragg spot pattern depending on the specimen thickness. 

T~is result is explained on the basis of dynamical scattering of 

Kikuchi·e.}:ectrons. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that in transmission electron diffraction experi

ments. for Jnost, crystals the diffraction ,.pattern consists of Bragg sp.ots . 

~well as Kik~chi lines (or bands). Kikuchi (1928) interpreted these 

lines as the result of subsequent Bragg rescattering of inelastic electrons. 

An electron beam which is incident on an inelastic scattering center is 

scattered and the angular intensity distribution of these inelastically . 

scattered eiectrons is then peaked in,the direction of the incident beam 

and decreases monotonically with increasing scattering angle. Variations 

in this intensity distribution can occur because these elect'rons on 

traveling through.the rest of the crystal in certain directions satisfY .. 
the Bragg law of diffraction and this results in an excess or deficiency 

in. the number of inelastic electrons in these directions. The subsequent 
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Bragg tescattering after the generation of 'these inelastic electrons 

prodtices·a pair.of cones of rqs with a sein:l~vertex angl~ of 90°-aB 

(where 'eB' is. the Br~g angle), along whi,ch the excess or deficient 
,._ . -~' ' '" 

electrons ._occur. Associated with each (hk.i) diffraction is a 

corresp~nding pair of cones of rqs which intersects the viewing 

plate' or ,screen _and produces a pair of hyperbola, which can be 

closeJ.i apptoximattitdto straiSht iin~s du~·to the small v&J.ues of eB 

. for fa$t electrons •. When kinematical diffraction conditions are 

. satisfied for the incident elastic beam, it can be easily shown that 

the iine'. closer to· the transmitted Bragg spot, or the ( 000) line,' is 
; -· 

deficient in electrons , whilst the other line of the pair, the ( hki) 
_-·.:: 

line c<>,ils.ists of an excess of electrons. 
t "i ·,_:, 

The spacing bet~een the.two 

lines .. or' th~ pair ,corresponding to the angUlar separation of the. two 

associated cones of rqs, is usually that corresponding to.28B' and is 

consideredtobeinvariant,e.g. for review see Thomas, 1969). 

Al_thougb the geometey and contrB.st (excess. or deficiency of electrons) 

were explained by this Simple theory for the two beam kinematical case 

for elastic electrons, more intricate situations arise if dynamical 

.scattering conditions are satisfied or many beam interactions occur. 

Some of.the more important features· due to these effects include the 

presence· or a band structure 'between the lines , and its changing 

from a:n excess to a deficiency in electrons in the simultaneous many 
. . 

'beam case With decrease· in accelerating voltage or increase in specimen 

thickriess (Boersch 1937. and Pfister 1953). Subsidiary maxima of 

·· Kikuchi lines and bands' h&ve been observed by many authors, as described 

by Uyeda et al· ( 1954) • · 

\ 
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The int~rcpange from .fil. deficient t·o an excess of electrons and vice 
.l• . . 

vera~ bet'Wee~ ~he pair of (000) and (hki) lines was· recently ,investi..:, 

gated -by' Thoma~ and Bell· ( 1968). We present in this paper a new 

eff~ct \,ttich_ i~ dynalidcal and unusual, viz·., th~ Kikuchi line spacing 

variations• ,with ~espect to Specimen thickness~ 
.·, .··. J': 

II. EXPERIMENTS · 

Careful expei-imertts wre performed usi~g high purity silicon single 

crystals~ Thin foils were prepared in the usual-way by chemical polishing. 

A Siemens Elnliskop lA electron microscope was used, operated at 100 kV. 
' ' -
.·· ··.. . .··, ··.. . 

Original observations were made during experiments designed to study 

Kossel-:Mo,llenstedt -fringes in the elastic beams, hence a. ·fully focused 

conden~~r II lens and a 400 um condenser ape~ture were used. Later 

experi~ents to determine that the convergent nature- of the beam was 

not responsible for the observed behavior of the Kikuchi pairs involved 

using less focused or fully defocused illumination. The use of con-

verger1t illumination proved to be. an advantage in that foil thicknesses · 

could be,determined from the spacings of the Kossel-Mollenstedt fringes 

(Bell ~d· ,Thomas 1969). 

~e ·:smallest available intermediate aperture, 10 um in.· diameter, 

was centered and used to obtain selected areas.with the smallest variations 

·. irt thickness, since small-angle w~dge-shaped regions were . found to yield 

Kossel-Mollenstedt fringes in the diffraction patterns .. · The smallest...; 

bore standard projector pole piece was used.. to giye maximum camera. 

constari,t such that correctly exposed photographic records coUld be 

obtained in which.the fringes were well resolved. The. Miller indices 

of operating reflections were determined by comparing . the rel-ve_ctor lengths 

to those of (111} or (220} reflections taken under identical conditions. 
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Upon obtaining a diffraction pattern, the foil was then tilted 

until a high index (hki) diffraction.spot was strongly excited with 

its (hkR.)..Kikuchi line' passing through or near the center of the spot; 

i.e. two-beam conditions were satisfied for the elastic electrons. 

After the first desired result was recorded, a new selected area was 

obtained by translating the specimen and, if necessary, performing 
' . . 

very small tilting. adjustments to maintain diffracting conditions. At 

no time ·during a series were any changes made in lens currents. The 

only parameter being significantly altered was the foil thickness. 

III • RESULTS 

The series of photographs shown in Figure 1 were obtained using a. 

( 511) reflection of a silicon foil. The Kossel-Mollenstedt fringes u.re 

clearly 'vi.sibie inside the limits of the image of the condenser aperture. 

It is parti,cularly easy to determine in Figure lA that these fringes 

extend well outside the condenser aperture image, a region forbidden tq 

elastic electrons. Hence these figures contain additional proof thai~ 

the inelastic electrons behave dynamically in a manner closely similar 

to the elastic electrons. However, the interesting feature in these 

images is that the dark Kikuchi line associated with the (000) spot is 

in all cases at a distance from the diffracted line greater than would 

be the case if the angles between the cones of inelastic radiation were 

28B, the angle between the centers of the elastic rel-spots. Although 

slight reversals may occur, the general trend is that the black line 

approaches the white line as the foil thickness is increased. Using the 

Kossel•Mollenstedt ·fringes, the foil thickness for Figure la-e are 

respectiv.ely 1.8, 2.6, 3.3, 3.9 and 4.0 times the extinction distance 

• '! 
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. ':~. for th~.; ( 5ir); ~eflect~ion: . The· ca.lc\llat~d vB.lue for this extinctic•n 
' '~~ ' 

cH-~tancef -at 109 kV, in~luding- De bye-Waller effects, is 2500 Angstroms • 
. :_. ••• '\ _"'"'1 _/~ 

Hence ~hfj_", thick.D~~ses. r8llge. from 4500 Ang~tro~s to one micron • 

Figure 2 illustrates. that it' is possible to cause the dark Kikuchi . 
. : :_ ·• .. "" . 

· ··~li~e to P,!i.ss through a.tid beyond the (000) spot ·by increasing the fOil 

thi~ne~~' in this case for.the· (733) reflection. Figure 3 shows the 
.. . . . . . . . ..... 

simultaneous excitation of two high-,index reflections. The spacing 

of the(44o) Kikuch~· pair is slightly smaller, and that of the (115) 

pair i~ considerably larger,than their corresponding rel~vector lengths. 

Ignoring,SiJaultaneous interactions amongst the inelastic electrons, 
. . I 

this' ~esult. indicates that both the thickness and the':particular 

d:iffract~ng • planes are important paramete~s in detenrlning the degree 

of''di~crepancy betweenfKikuchi pair spacing and that of the correspond

ing spots~ . 
.. 

Figure 4 shows the behavior of the dark Kikuchi line with increasing 

thicknei:fs when ·fully de focused illUDiination is used to excite an ( 822) 

r'efl~ction in silicon. 
. . . 

Kikuchi line spacings larger or smaller than 
' 

the spot.spacing can still be obtained. 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Con"t;rary to the· common assumption that the spacing of black and 

white Kikuchi lines should always be the same. as that·· ot: the correspond

ing r~c-iprocal lattice points, the ·present results have sh~, for the. 

first time, that this assumption is not always true. The spacing of 

;these lines is . in fact dependent upon· the specimen thickness~ 'Furth~r.;. 

more, t:he.degree of discrepancy for a given thickness appears- to be 

; 

i 
• i 

. ,_ 

depende~t upon· the particular diffracting planes. . '·, , .. 
. ... 

. '· 

I 
i 

' .. ,:.· 
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Since Kikuchi patterns are produced by inelastic electrons of 

smaller kin~tic energy than the elastic electrons, it might be expected 
i-" 

that the Kikuchi angles (Bragg angles for Kikuchi electrons) should 

always be somewhat larger than the corresponding Bragg angles for elastic 
.) • 

electrons. However, this effect alone cannot explain the experimental 

results presented in this paper a) because this energy discrepancy is 

usually too small to produce any observable difference between the 

corresponding Kikuchi angles and the Bragg angles, and b) because of 

the observed results that the apparent Kikuchi angles are sometimes 

smaller than the appropriate Bragg angles. It may be concluded at this 

point that the observed specimen thickness dependent Kikuchi angle vari-

ations are. due to dynamical effects involving at least four beams (two 

elastic beams and two inelastic beams). The effect can be expected to 

be even more profound if higher accelerating voltages are used to a~hieve 

a many beam dynamical case. 

A theory explaining in det~il this effect as well as that of the 

Kikuchi line intensity reversals and Kikuchi band formation will be 

presented in another paper. For purposes relevant to the experimental 

observations presented in this paper, the one parameter .that is respon-

sible for the behavior of the Kikuchi line associated with the transmitted 

spot ·is the anomalous absorption parameter. Just as for the elastic 

beams this parameter produces asymmetry in the bright-field rocking 

curve, so also does it produce asymmetry in the inelastic intensity 

distribution of the (000) Kikuchi line. The dark line observed is £~ 

intensity minimum whose position depends upon the foil thickness an( 

the anomalous absorption length. Since this anomalous absorption length 

is not a constant parameter of the crystal but varies with the diffracting 
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·plane·~; 'th~ behavio~ of the ;lines in Figure 3 can be explained. 
. '· 

Although the 'reshlts shownin this .paper indicate :that Kikuchi line 

spacings ':for h{gh-index reflections may va.ry con·siderably if strong 

elastic. be~ are present and may not be suitable for measurements to 
., •·, 

obtain data su'ch as .. lattice parameter variations or electron wavelength 

calibrations, crystal parameters such as the anomalous absorption length 

might ·be obtainable when sufficient data on thickness and line spacings· 

are gathered; 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1.. Observed silicon ( 511) Kikuchi line spacing variations with 

specimen thickness. The series of pictures are arranged verti-

cally in order of increasing thickness, a-e. In all cases the 

Kikuchi line spacing is larger than that of the corresponding 

( 511) Bragg spot pattern. 

Fig. 2. ObserVed silicon (733) Kikuchi line spacing variations with 
.. . 

spe~imen thi'ckness. In case (a) the Kikuchi line spacing is 
., 

largerthan that of the (733) Bragg spot pattern and in cases 

(b) arid (c) the Kikuchi line spacings are approximately equal 

to and sin~ller than that of the (733) Bragg spot pattern 

respecti.;_,ely. The diffraction patterns were obtained by moving 

through a wedge-shaped part of the foil. 

Fig •. 3. In this observation, the ( 440) pair and the (115) pair of 

Kikuchi lines occurred simultaneously. It can be seen that the 

(440) line Spacing is barelysmaller than that ofthe (440) 

Bragg spot pattern while the (115) line spacing is considerably, 

larger than that of the (115) Bragg spot pattern. 

Fig. 4 ~ · A demonstration (with silicon ( 822) ) to show. that the Kikuchi 

· l.in~ spacing variations with specimen thickness, a-c, occurs even 

when a. conventional parallel incident beam is used. 

I. 
~ 

-~: 
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